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Abstract 
 
Computational analysis for sublimation enhanced heat transfer of 
CO2 jet impingement cooling 
 
Impinging jet has been applied to various industry fields, such as heating, cooling, drying or 
cleaning surfaces. Because of the benefits of high local heat transfer coefficients of impinging jet, this 
technique is widely employed for spot cooling. Liquid and gas phase fluids can be commonly used as 
coolants in this technique. Gas jet cooling needs simple equipment for cooling but the gas jet has 
lower cooling efficiency than liquid jet cooling. In case of liquid jet cooling, closed-loop system to 
recirculate coolant is needed. For the electronics cooling or the case requiring simple cooling system, 
the gas jet with high cooling efficiency is requested. 
This study suggests the novel idea of dry-ice assisted jet impingement cooling and investigates its 
performance prediction computationally.  When the carbon-dioxide (CO2) passes through the tiny 
orifice gap or jet nozzle, it experiences the rapid temperature drop as well as pressure decrease by the 
Joule-Thomson effect.  This temperature drop causes the formation of small CO2 dry-ice particles.  
Besides the enhanced cooling performance by lowered bulk-jet temperature, the significantly 
improved heat transfer can be expected by the additional sublimation effect between the dry-ice 
particles and cooling target.   
Computational analysis of solid-gas two-phase jet impingement flow was aided by using a baseline 
two-phase solver of commercial CFD package.  Additional in-house code accounting for the 
sublimation effects is embedded into the solver.  The effect of sublimation on heat transfer 
performance was investigated by the variance of flow parameter like Reynolds number, solid phase 
concentration and jet geometries.  
As a result, gas-solid jet with sublimation has higher heat transfer coefficient and sublimation 
maintains the temperature of jet flow low. As the amount of sublimation increases with Rew increasing, 
heat transfer enhancement is observed more clearly with higher Rew. Irregular distribution of Local 
heat transfer coefficient near stagnation region is caused by turbulence effect of jet core development 
and sublimation makes more irregular distribution of local heat transfer coefficient. The jet core 
development which affects the activity of sublimation near the stagnation region is changed by inlet 
velocity, nozzle-spacing distance and nozzle width. The more developed jet core is impinged on 
surface, the more amount of sublimation occurs. Therefore, heat transfer is enhanced with higher inlet 
velocity, longer nozzle-spacing distance and narrow nozzle width.  
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1. Introduction 
An impinging jet is a flow projected on to a target surface through a nozzle or orifice and can be 
used for heating, cooling, drying, or cleaning a surface. This technique has been studied over the last 
two decades. Because there is a high heat transfer rate near the stagnation point, impinging jets have 
become widely used in industry. Typical applications include processing glass or metal and cooling 
gas turbine or electronic components. 
Impinging jets can be classified by the phase of the working fluid injected through the nozzle.  A 
single-phase jet, which consists of a gas or liquid jet, enhances heat transfer using simple equipment. 
Gas jet can be used to cool targets that should not become wet, such as in drying processes for 
electronic components and textured surfaces.  However a liquid impinging jet can achieve higher 
rates of heat transfer enhancement than a gas jet because of the difference in the material properties of 
the working fluid. One disadvantage of a liquid-phase jet is that it needs a closed-loop system to 
recirculate the working fluid. 
The basic heat-transfer characteristics of a single round jet were documented by K. Jambunathan et 
al. [1]. Their work explained the effects of nozzle geometry and nozzle spacing (jet-to-target surface, 
h/D) and they concluded that the Nusselt number of the impinging jet was a function of the Reynolds 
number, the jet-to-target surface, and the Prandtl number. The characteristics of single and multiple 
jets were also well documented by R. Viskanta [2], whose review work described the effects of nozzle 
spacing, geometric effects of the jet nozzle, adjacent jet flow interaction effects, and the effects of 
flame jets. 
Many experimental and numerical studies of single-phase impinging jets have been conducted and 
various ways to improve their heat transfer efficiency have been suggested. Variation in the heat 
transfer enhancement of a confined jet as a result of changes in nozzle spacing was shown by O. 
Caggese et al. [3] The flow circulation caused by a confined jet affects the wall jet flow that streams 
over the target surface and the rate of heat transfer enhancement. M. Behnia et al. showed the 
differences in flow characteristics between confined and free jets [4]. 
Impinging gas jets are used when the target should be remained dry. They are commonly used for 
cooling electrical devices and drying, and many related studies have been reported. T. M. Jeng et al. [5] 
studied the cooling effect of an air jet on a rotating cylinder. In their study, the effects of not only the 
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nozzle-to-target length and target cylinder diameter but also the speed of cylinder revolution were 
discussed. In addition, various studies have examined the effects of changes in nozzle geometry [6] 
and the influence of the pumping power of the source [7]. 
A liquid jet requires a closed-loop system to collect exhausted coolant and recirculate the liquid. 
Although liquid coolants incur additional costs, they are widely used in industrial settings because of 
their greater heat transfer efficiency. Water is often used as the coolant, especially in metal processing, 
for which intensive cooling is often needed.  
Two-phase impinging jets can be classified as jets with or without a phase change. A two-phase jet 
without a phase change has a working fluid that is a mixture of different phases, such as gas-liquid or 
gas-solid, which provide higher heat-transfer rates than a single-phase jet as the additional phase 
makes heat transfer more effective. Impinging jets with a phase change are often applied to metal or 
glass processes. When the temperature of the target surface is higher than the boiling point, the liquid 
jet starts to boil and the latent heat consumption during boiling provides an additional cooling effect. 
Boiling involves significantly improved heat transfer because of the latent heat of evaporation of the 
liquid. One application of heat-transfer enhancement is to use an evaporable liquid as the coolant and 
a target surface temperature higher than the coolant saturation temperature. Y. Y. Li et al. [8] studied 
the mechanism of subcooling and the relationship between impact velocity and the critical heat flux 
(CHF). A liquid jet breaks the bubble layer and improves liquid-solid contact. M. J. Rau and S. V. 
Grimella [9] studied a local two-phase confined-array impinging jet and showed that the spacing of 
the jet array affects the boiling phenomena and consequently influences the heat transfer coefficient. 
In their study, HFE-7100 was used; its boiling point is relatively low, and a local two-phase jet could 
exist at a low heat flux in the case studied. A spray or mist/air jet is little different from the two-phase 
impinging jet mentioned above, and this technique is widely used for cooling or quenching materials. 
Thus, boiling occurs in many cases and numerous studies of enhanced heat transfer resulting from the 
phase change in a mist/air mixture have been conducted. [10] 
Types of impinging jets are listed in Table 1. 1 by classifying the phase of working fluid. Gas jet is 
the simplest application for jet cooling. As adding only an injection equipment, this cooling jet can be 
utilized in a system. Liquid jet is needed more additional equipment to be utilized in the jet operating 
system.  Loop-system such as pump and recirculation is needed. However, liquid jet has relatively 
higher heat transfer efficiency due to higher specific heat of liquid fluid. Some kinds of liquid might 
induce erosion problem to target surface so the application of liquid jet cooling is restricted in some 
areas like electronics circuit. Liquid jet cooling is usually applied to metal quenching process or 
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turbine blade cooling and these cooling processes are involving the high temperature of cooling target 
surface. With high temperature of target, the evaporable liquid working fluid can experience phase 
change, boiling. Even created vapor near hot target surface changes the trend of heat transfer at the 
surface, the efficiency of cooling is enhanced due to the latent heat of evaporation.  
Otherwise with phase change of working fluid during cooling process, two-phase jet can be 
achieved by mixture working fluid. The addition of liquid droplet or mist in single phase gas jet, spray 
jet, shows enhanced heat transfer. Heat transfer rate of spray jet increases in some degree with high 
composition ratio of droplets. When the spray jet is applied to high temperature target surface, 
evaporation and boiling is contained in jet and enhanced heat transfer is found. In spray jet with low 
composition ratio of droplet, the closed-loop system to recirculate liquid phase is not required for 
liquid coolant recovery.   
The gas with solid particles is called as particle-laden flow and this mixture can achieve heat 
transfer enhancement by using as a working fluid. Heat transfer enhancement is affected by the 
material properties of solid particle, the size of particle and the composition ratio of mixture. Similar 
to spray jet, heat transfer rate increases in some degree with varying the composition of particle in the 
mixture. Research about particle-laden impinging jet with phase change is limited due to the limited 
availability of working fluids. The material which can be sublimated is not various and carbon dioxide 
can be considered as the one of the material has the capability of sublimation.  
Carbon dioxide has some advantages for jet cooling process. One is high Joule-Thomson 
coefficient of carbon dioxide. In case of gas jet, the source of gas working fluid usually contains 
pressurized gas in container and the jet flow is generated by the pressure difference between the 
source and the ambient. The pressurized gas expands over some steps and the state of gas is 
continuously changed during expansion. The final state of injected gas is affected by the condition of 
ambient, but it is obvious that the gas temperature should be changed during expansion. Especially the 
change of gas temperature in expansion process is related to Joule-Thomson coefficient. Due to the 
high Joule-Thomson coefficient of carbon dioxide, the temperature of injected carbon dioxide gas jet 
drops rapidly. Theoretically the temperature of carbon dioxide from highly pressurized source 
becomes lower than the sublimation temperature and solid carbon dioxide particle becomes to be 
formed. Thus the created particle and cold carbon dioxide gas exits the nozzle and gas-solid mixture 
phase is made. If the gas-solid carbon dioxide mixture is used for impinging jet cooling and the jet is 
injected to ambient air, the temperature of ambient air and heat transfer from the target surface can 
cause the sublimation of solid carbon dioxide particles. Sublimation during jet cooling absorbs the 
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heat energy and it may add the additional benefits of target surface of cooling. 
Previous studies of phase-change impinging jets are mainly focused on regarding liquid-vapor jets. 
Phase-change and liquid-jet cooling can be used when the temperature of the target surface is higher 
than the saturation temperature of the coolant. Therefore, considering the phase change in a jet flow, 
carbon dioxide is an attractive material. Because solid carbon dioxide readily sublimates to the gas 
phase, this two-phase fluid may be employed to improve heat transfer performance. Solid-gas carbon 
dioxide impinging jets provide two main advantages: an additional drop in the temperature of the jet 
bulk flow because of the phase change and a decrease in the jet inlet temperature due to the Joule-
Thomson effect. Second advantage is solid phase creation by the low inlet temperature. Heat transfer 
enhancement is expected by sublimation during jet injection. This paper focuses on the additional heat 
transfer effect that results from the sublimation process.  
In this study, cooling jet with sublimation effect is studied by computational method. Two issues 
exist to compute the gas-solid mixture jet with sublimation. One is the way of simulating gas-solid 
flow and the other is simulating sublimation. To simulate the gas-solid mixture carbon dioxide jet, two 
possible approaches exist. One is Euler-Euler method which considers solid particle flow as granular 
flow. This method assumes the solid particle phase as a kind of fluid. The method can simulate the 
bulk motion of solid particle flow but cannot show the state or condition of each particle in flow. 
Using Euler-Euler method, particle sublimation should be calculated by adjusting the phase fraction of 
particle flow in a cell. The rate of sublimation is assumed as the linear function of temperature. Euler-
Euler method is proper to the large amount of particles that the volume of particles is comparable to 
the volume of gas phase. In Part 3, gas-solid jet is simulated using Euler-Euler method and heat 
transfer enhancement by sublimation is studied.  
The other method is Euler-Lagrangian method which tracks and calculates each solid particle in 
flow. The particles moving in fluid has each velocity and the interaction of particles and the 
surrounding fluid is calculated by iterations. If the number of particle is too high, high computational 
load is required for iterations. Thus Euler-Lagrangian method is proper for the case of small amount 
of particles in flow. In this method, the conditions of all particles are stored and sublimation can be 
also calculated for each particle. So the sublimation rate is calculated by using heat transfer at each 
particle surface in this method. In Part 4, Euler-Lagrangian method is applied to simulate the jet 
cooling and the effect of sublimation is calculated. In Part 5, the parametric study is conducted to 
identify the effect of geometrical change on sublimation and impinging jet cooling.  
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Table 1. 1 Jet classification by the phase of working fluid 
Description Schematic 
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2. CO2 Dry-ice formation 
When applied in the spot-cooling impinging-jet process, two special characteristics of carbon 
dioxide are the low bulk temperature of the injected jet and the creation of solid carbon dioxide 
particles (dry-ice). These characteristics result from the properties of carbon dioxide. 
When a highly compressed gas expands suddenly, the temperature of the fluid decreases. This 
phenomenon is called the Joule-Thomson effect. The definition of the Joule-Thomson effect is the 
temperature drop in the throttling process under the insulated conditions. This effect is a kind of 
adiabatic expansion. If the adiabatic expansion is a reversible process, the temperature decreases 
during the process in thermodynamic equilibrium. However, in a real gas, the temperature of the gas 
increases or decreases after the adiabatic expansion process. This phenomenon is caused by 
intermolecular actions. 
When a fluid is forced through a valve or porous material, a throttling process occurs. When 
passing through a valve, the pressure of the fluid decreases abruptly. If heat exchange does not occur, 
the distance between the atoms in the fluid increases. Due to the force of attraction between each 
molecule, the potential energy of the gas increases during this expansion. If additional work and 
additional heat are not supplied from the outside, the kinetic energy of the gas will decrease to 
conserve the total energy of the gas. Thus, the increase in the potential energy means a decrease in the 
kinetic energy and temperature. 
In a real gas, a temperature increase sometimes occurs during adiabatic expansion. The mechanism 
of this increase is also based on intermolecular conditions. When the gas molecules collide with each 
other, kinetic energy is temporarily converted into potential energy. The increasing distance between 
the molecules decreases the number of molecular collisions, which lowers the average gas potential 
energy, but to conserve the total energy of the gas, the kinetic energy increases, which raises the 
temperature of the gas. 
These two opposing phenomena occur simultaneously and the degree of the phenomena is affected 
by the initial and final state conditions. The temperature will increase if the latter phenomenon is 
dominant, whereby the potential energy is decreased by the small number of molecular collisions, and 
the temperature will decrease if the former phenomenon dominates. At the inversion temperature, the 
trend of the change in temperature turns from a decrease to an increase. The inversion temperature is a 
material property and is shown in Figure 2. 1 which shows the change in the Joule-Thomson 
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coefficient  
𝜇𝐽𝑇 = (
𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑝
)
𝐻
 [𝐾 𝑀𝑃𝑎⁄ ] (2. 1) 
of some common gas examples. The Joule-Thomson coefficient is defined as the rate of change of 
temperature with respect to pressure.  
This value refers to the slope of the graph, and the point where the slope is zero is the inversion 
temperature. After the throttling process, the temperature decreases when the Joule-Thomson 
coefficient is positive and increases when it is negative. The Joule-Thomson coefficient of carbon 
dioxide is higher value in positive than that of other gases and its inversion temperature is very high. 
Thus, when carbon dioxide gas is subjected to a throttling process, the temperature of the final state 
decreases. 
To depict the mechanism of a carbon dioxide jet, the expansion processes can be divided into two 
steps. The first is the throttling process when the compressed carbon dioxide moves out of the storage 
tang through the valve and the second is the expansion through the jet nozzle. This throttling process 
 
Figure 2. 1 Joule-Thomson coefficient comparison 
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is an isenthalpic process. A proof of the throttling process is described below. Subscript 1 is the state 
in the cylinder container tank and subscript 2 indicates the state after passing through the valve.  
 
Figure 2. 2 Pressure-enthalpy diagram of CO
2
 
1) Compute net work when the gas passes through the valve 
𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘 = 𝑚𝑝1𝑉1 − 𝑚𝑝2𝑉2 (2. 2) 
2) From the first law of thermodynamics  
𝑄 − 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘 = 𝑈 (2. 3) 
𝑚𝑢2 − 𝑚𝑢1 − 𝑚𝑝1𝑉1 + 𝑚𝑝2𝑉2 = 0  
𝑚(𝑢2 + 𝑝2𝑉2) = 𝑚(𝑢1 + 𝑝1𝑉1)  
𝑖2 = 𝑖1 (2. 4) 
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After the throttling process, high-pressure carbon dioxide gas passes through the nozzle and is 
injected into the air. While passing through the nozzle, the high-pressure gas expands and accelerates 
due to the pressure drop. Subscript 3 indicates the gas injected into the air through the jet nozzle. 
3) From Bernoulli’s equation 
𝑝2 +
𝑣2
2
2
= 𝑝3 +
𝑣3
2
2
 
(2. 5) 
The pressure of state 3 is lower than that of state 2, so the velocity of state 3 is faster than that of 
state 2. 
From the first law of thermodynamics (2. 3) 
𝑄 − 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘 + 𝑚 (ℎ2 +
𝑣2
2
2
− ℎ3 −
𝑣3
2
2
) = 0 
(2. 6) 
𝑖3 = 𝑖2 +
𝑣2
2
2
−
𝑣3
2
2
 
(2. 7) 
From Bernoulli’s equation (2. 5), the velocity of state 3 is faster than that of state 2. Thus, the 
enthalpy of state 3 is lower than that of state 2. This procedure is described in Figure 2. 2 The marked 
line can be moved to indicate the degree of throttling and the final state. However, the final state must 
be in the solid-gas region and the mixture of the two phases is injected into the air. 
Here, the mechanism of the creation of a gas-solid carbon dioxide jet is examined. The final state is 
affected by the condition of the mid-process jet. However, the focus of this study is primarily the 
cooling effect of solid carbon dioxide by sublimation, so the selected inlet condition is that on the 
sublimation line at 1 atm. 
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3. Numerical study 
3. 1. Euler-Euler method 
3. 1. 1. Numerical model 
(1) Geometric configuration and boundary conditions 
 
Figure 3. 1 Computational domain schematic 
To observe the cooling effects of an impingement jet, an unconfined single jet is modeled in two 
dimensions. Figure 3. 1 shows the details of a 2-D single unconfined jet. The nozzle width (w) is 
1 mm and the nozzle inlet condition is a velocity inlet. The origin of coordination is located on the 
center of copper block surface and x-direction is along the copper block and insulation material 
surface. The inlet conditions are 216.36 K and 510 kPa, which cause the sublimation of carbon 
dioxide. The jet cooling surface is a heated copper surface and an insulation material (G10) covers 
everything except the copper block. The properties of copper are 𝜌 = 8978 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 , 𝑐𝑝 =
381 𝐽/𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝐾  and 𝑘 = 387.6 𝑊/𝑚 ∙ 𝐾 .The properties of G10 are 𝜌 = 1818 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 , 𝑐𝑝 =
800 𝐽/𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝐾 and 𝑘 = 0.288 𝑊/𝑚 ∙ 𝐾. A constant heat flux is exerted on the bottom of the copper 
block. To prevent the given heat flux from entering the insulation, the boundary of the insulation 
material is assumed to be adiabatic. A constant temperature situation is selected for the adiabatic 
condition. A species model is used to depict the carbon dioxide jet. As the jet is injected into the 
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ambient air, two kinds of gas should be considered. The properties of the air are constant: 𝜌 =
1.225 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 , 𝑐𝑝 = 1006.43 𝐽/𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝐾  and 𝑘 = 0.0242 𝑊/𝑚 ∙ 𝐾 . Gas-phase carbon dioxide is 
considered as a compressible ideal gas because the temperature change of carbon dioxide in the 
domain is large. The properties of solid carbon dioxide are 𝜌 = 1562 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3, 𝑐𝑝 = 54.55 𝐽/𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝐾 
and 𝑘 = 0.086 𝑊/𝑚 ∙ 𝐾. 
(2) Numerical method and grid dependency 
 
Figure 3. 2 Details of boundary conditions and inlet flow for the linear sublimation model 
FLUENT (ver. 15.0), a commercial software package, was used in this study. A pressure-based 
steady solver using a coupled scheme for pressure-velocity coupling was applied and a second-order 
upwind scheme was used for the momentum, pressure, and energy equations. The realizable k-ε 
turbulence model was selected. A multiphase Eulerian model was selected to consider the solid phase 
of carbon dioxide. The schematic of inlet flow and computational domain is described in Figure 3. 2 
The primary phase is the gaseous phase, the mixture of air and carbon dioxide gas. The secondary 
phase is carbon dioxide, a solid particle phase. In this study, we assumed the inlet flow to consist of 
90% carbon dioxide gas and 10% solid particle carbon dioxide. The diameter of a carbon dioxide 
solid particle is a constant, 1e
-4
 m. 
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The governing equations of the multiphase Eulerian model are   
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝛼𝜌) + 𝛻 ∙ (𝛼𝜌𝑣) =
𝑑𝑚
𝑑𝑡
 (3. 1) 
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝛼𝜌𝑣) + 𝛻 ∙ (𝛼𝜌𝑣𝑣) = −𝛼𝛻𝑝 + 𝛻 ∙ 𝜏 + 𝛼𝜌?⃗? + ?⃗? + ?⃗? (3. 2a) 
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝛼𝑠𝜌𝑠𝑣𝑠⃗⃗⃗⃗ ) + 𝛻 ∙ (𝛼𝑠𝜌𝑠𝑣𝑠⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝑣𝑠⃗⃗⃗⃗ ) = −𝛼𝑠𝛻𝑝 + ∇𝑝𝑠 + 𝛻 ∙ 𝜏𝑠⃗⃗⃗⃗ + 𝛼𝑠𝜌𝑠?⃗? + 𝐹𝑠⃗⃗⃗ ⃗ + ?⃗? (3. 2b) 
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝛼𝜌𝑖) + 𝛻 ∙ (𝛼𝜌𝑣𝑖) = 𝛼
𝜕𝑝
𝜕𝑡
+ 𝜏̿: 𝛻𝑣 − ∇ ∙ ?⃗? +
𝑑𝐸
𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑄 (3. 3) 
The continuity, momentum, and energy equations were solved for each phase. ?⃗?   contains 
external body force, lift force, and wall lubrication force terms and R is the phase interaction. 
Equation (3. 2b) is the modified momentum equation for the solid phase and  𝑝𝑠 is the solid pressure 
term. The multiphase Eulerian model recognizes that it is impossible for any phase to have both fluid 
and solid particle trajectories. 
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Figure 3. 3 (a) Mesh configuration and (b) Grid dependency test 
ANSYS meshing was used for grid generation and the computational domain was constructed 
mainly with quadrilateral elements, as shown in Figure 3. 3. Fine-mesh elements were created inside 
the nozzle and core jet region. A finer mesh was constructed near the top surface of the copper block. 
A change in the number of mesh elements affects the simulation results; as the number of mesh 
elements increases, the average temperature of the copper block also increases, to some degree. The 
average temperature of the block becomes almost constant when the number of mesh elements is 
above 40,000. Thus, the following studies were conducted with a 40,000-element mesh. 
(3) Phase-change modeling 
The phase-change models that FLUENT offers are melting and solidification. To consider the 
carbon dioxide sublimation process in the jet flow, an in-house code was created and embedded into 
the solver. Because no previous experimental or numerical data on carbon dioxide sublimation could 
be found, available FLUENT melting model was used in this study. 
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𝑖 = 𝑖𝑠 + 𝐼 (3. 4) 
𝑖𝑠 = 𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑓 + ∫ 𝑐𝑝𝑑𝑇
𝑇
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
 (3. 5) 
𝐼 = 𝛽𝐿 (3. 6) 
The enthalpy of the material (i) is calculated as the sum of the sensible enthalpy (is) and the latent 
heat content (𝐼). 𝛽 is the liquid fraction and the latent heat can be varied by the material temperature 
in the mushy zone. L is latent heat of material.  𝛽 is defined as 
𝛽 = 0 if 𝑇 < 𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑠  
𝛽 = 1 if 𝑇 > 𝑇𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑠  
𝛽 =
𝑇−𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑠
𝑇𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑠−𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑠
    if    𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑠 ≤ 𝑇 ≤ 𝑇𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑠  
The mushy zone is the two-phase region during melting or solidification [21].  
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Figure 3. 4 Phase change rate plot used in the linear change scheme 
Similarly, the sublimation rate would be expected to change following changes in the temperature 
of the environment. When the temperature increases, the sublimation rate also increases, but the rate 
will converge to a constant value. In this study, a simple carbon dioxide sublimation model is assumed. 
The assumption is that the sublimation rate is a linear function of temperature and all of solid phase 
vanish when the environmental temperature becomes higher than the criterion temperature which is 
assumed as 10 K higher than saturation temperature in this study. 
𝑑𝑚
𝑑𝑡
= −
𝜌𝛼𝑠
Δ
𝑇 − 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡
𝑇𝑐 − 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡
 (3. 7) 
𝑑𝐸
𝑑𝑡
= 𝐿𝐶𝑂2
𝑑𝑚
𝑑𝑡
= −𝐿𝐶𝑂2
𝜌𝛼𝑠
Δ
𝑇 − 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡
𝑇𝑐 − 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡
 (3. 8) 
Δ is time step size an iteration and 𝑇𝑐 is the criterion temperature at which the sublimation rate 
converges.  𝐿𝐶𝑂2  is the latent heat of sublimation of carbon dioxide (545 kJ/kg at 194.67 K; W. F. 
Giauque and C. J. Egan [11]). From Equation (3. 7), the mass change rate is calculated in each cell; 
the rate is proportional to the temperature of the solid carbon dioxide phase until the temperature is 
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below the criterion temperature. When the temperature of a solid carbon dioxide particle exceeds that 
temperature, all of the solid carbon dioxide particles in the cell vanish. The equation for the rate of 
change of the energy is the product of the sublimation latent heat and the mass change rate. This 
equation plays a major role in the decrease of the jet flow temperature. Phase change by the linear 
sublimation model is depicted in Figure 3. 4. It is assumed that all of solid carbon dioxide particles are 
sublimated when the gas temperature in a cell is 10 K higher than the temperature of solid particle. 
That is, the maximum ∆𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 is set 10 K and 𝑇𝑐 in this model is set as 226.36 K  
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3. 1. 2. Results of computational analysis 
To investigate the effects of applying the sublimation model, the volume fraction contours of the 
solid carbon dioxide phase and the gas phase temperature distributions were plotted from Figure 3. 5 
to Figure 3. 10. Reynolds number is used for the variable which describes inlet velocity and nozzle 
width is selected as characteristic length. Reynolds number (Rew) is defined as 𝑅𝑒𝑤 = 𝜌𝑣𝑤/𝜇 and v 
is velocity of inlet flow. ρ is density of gas phase and μ is kinetic viscosity of gas phase. The different 
cases with Rew variation from 1,000 to 10,000 were calculated and the results with and without 
applying the sublimation model were compared. 
Figure 3. 5 shows the average change in temperature of the top surface of the copper block with 
variation in Rew. The temperature decreases as the Rew increases. The temperature is lower when the 
sublimation model is included than when it is not; the smallest difference between the results is when 
Rew = 1333. There is an additional cooling effect due to the phase change but for low Reynolds 
numbers this effect is relatively weak. 
  
 
Figure 3. 5 Average Temperature of copper block by the variation of Rew 
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Figure 3. 6 (a) Dry ice phase volume fraction contour variation and (b) Temperature 
distribution without the sublimation model 
 
Figure 3. 7 (a) Dry ice phase volume fraction contour variation and (b) Temperature 
distribution with the sublimation model 
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Figure 3. 6 shows the results when the sublimation model is not applied. All of the solid carbon 
dioxide phase escapes the computational domain in Figure 3. 6. The thickness of the solid phase 
volume fraction gradient becomes thinner as Rew increases. Figure 3. 6 (b) shows the temperature 
distribution with variation in Rew. When Rew is high, the jet flow remains cool longer and the copper 
block is maintained as low temperature.  
Figure 3. 7 shows the results when the sublimation model is activated. The volume fraction of the 
solid carbon dioxide phase decreases when the solid carbon dioxide temperature is higher than the 
carbon dioxide saturation temperature in Figure 3. 7 (a). Thus, application of the sublimation model 
changes the distribution of the solid phase volume fraction. In all cases, when the sublimation model 
is applied, the solid carbon dioxide phase disappears before reaching the outlet pressure. As Rew 
increases, the point at which all of the solid carbon dioxide phase has vanished is delayed. The solid 
phase volume fraction contour corresponds to the low temperature distribution of the temperature 
contour in Figure 3. 7 (b). 
The charts in Figure 3. 8 show the volume fraction of solid phase carbon dioxide along the x-
direction near the wall and the cross-sectional distribution. The horizontal location of the data is 0.5 
mm above the test surface and Figures 3. 8 (a) and (b) show the results for this location. The vertical 
location of the data is 2.5 mm from the center of the jet core and the vertical distribution results are 
shown in Figure 3. 8 (c). As all of the data are symmetrical with regard to the center of the jet core, 
the results represent only one side of the domain, where the stagnation point is located. The volume 
fraction changes along the x-direction when the sublimation model is not applied in the calculation are 
shown in Figure 3. 8 (a). The reason for the decrease in the solid carbon dioxide phase volume 
fraction is that the jet flow diffuses along the x-direction. From Figure 3. 8, the thickness of the 
volume fraction gradient decreases slightly in the high-Rew results. A greater change is seen when the 
sublimation model is applied, in Figure 3. 8 (b). All of the solid phase carbon dioxide disappears 
before the main jet flow escapes the pressure outlet and the solid phase volume fraction persists 
longer when the Reynolds number is higher. In particular, when Rew = 1333 and Rew = 3333, all of the 
solid phase carbon dioxide sublimates before the jet flow passes the end of the copper block. The low-
temperature distribution corresponding to the solid carbon dioxide phase distribution is related to heat 
transfer enhancement and will be discussed below. Figure 3. 8 (c) shows the vertical distribution of 
solid carbon dioxide at x/w = 5. The solid phase distribution when the sublimation model is not 
applied clearly shows that the solid phase diffuses greatly when Rew is relatively low. For all Rew 
cases, the results have the maximum volume fraction value without the sublimation model, especially 
when the sublimation model is not applied and Rew = 1333 is always zero. The solid phase in this case  
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Figure 3. 8 Dry ice volume fraction distribution (a) without the sublimation model in horizontal 
direction (b) with the sublimation model in horizontal direction (c) with the sublimation model 
in vertical direction  
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Figure 3. 9 Surface heat transfer coefficient variation along x-direction (a) without the 
sublimation model (b) with the sublimation model 
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has already vanished before reaching x/w = 5. 
Figure 3. 9 shows the variation in the surface local heat transfer coefficient along the x-direction. 
The zero point on the x axis is the stagnation point of the jet flow. The surface heat transfer coefficient 
is highest at the zero point on the x-axis, i.e. the stagnation, decreases gradually along the x-direction, 
and drops at the end of the copper block. The definition of a surface heat transfer coefficient means 
that outside the copper block the heat transfer coefficient should be zero, because there is no input 
heat flux in the insulated part. Figure 3. 9 (a) shows that the heat transfer coefficient in the insulating 
region is zero. Slight fluctuation in the heat transfer coefficient is induced at x/w = 30 because the 
outlet temperature condition, 300 K, is higher than the temperature of the exiting jet flow. However, a 
different tendency, a rise in the heat transfer coefficient in the insulating region, is seen in Figure 3. 9 
(b). The reason for this difference is the very small temperature difference, of a magnitude similar to 
the heat rate. 
The effect of the sublimation model is to decrease the temperature of the gas phase as a result of 
reducing the carbon dioxide solid phase. Figure 3. 9 (b) shows the result when the sublimation model 
is applied; it can be seen that the top surface of the insulation is cooled. The partial temperature 
reaches approximately the inlet temperature and the insulated part, which has no input heat flux, also 
cools. In FLUENT, the surface heat transfer coefficient is defined as  𝐻𝑇𝐶 =
𝑞′′
𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙−𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
. 
To calculate the surface heat transfer coefficient, a reference temperature is needed, which was 
selected as the inlet temperature. Thus, at the insulated part, adjacent to the test copper block, the heat 
rate is zero because there is no input heat flux and the temperature difference between the wall 
temperature and the reference temperature is also zero because of the low temperature of the wall. 
Because of the similar magnitudes of the heat rate and temperature differences, a heat transfer 
coefficient occurs at the insulated part. However, the actual heat transfer rate of the insulated part is 
very small and can be neglected. 
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Figure 3. 10 Surface local heat transfer coefficient comparison of the cases in the heater region 
 
Figure 3. 10 shows the sublimation cooling effect on the surface of the test copper block. 
Regardless of whether the sublimation model is applied, the surface heat transfer coefficient increases 
as Rew increases. The heat transfer coefficient becomes greater when the sublimation model is applied; 
Enhancement of the heat transfer coefficient increases and is maximal at the end of the copper block. 
For cases when Rew = 13333, the surface heat transfer coefficient is enhanced by 50% at the 
stagnation point of the test surface and by 120% at the end point. The degree of enhancement 
increases with Rew; the tendency of the results when Rew = 1333 differs from those with higher Rew 
values. Maximum enhancement of the heat transfer coefficient occurs at the stagnation point and the 
results with and without the sublimation model converge at x/w = 2.8. The point where the two results 
overlap adjoins the region where all of the solid phase has sublimated. After the solid phase has 
vanished, the cooling efficiencies of the two cases are almost the same. 
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3. 2. Euler-Lagrangian method 
3. 2. 1. Numerical model 
(1)  Model comparison 
The previous section considered a carbon dioxide gas-solid two-phase flow using a multiphase 
Eulerian model. The multiphase Eulerian model calculates two or more governing equations for each 
phase and assumes all phases to be fluid. The solid phase is considered as a fluid, a kind of granular 
flow, so the Eulerian model is also called Euler-Euler approach. This Euler-Euler approach is 
appropriate when the volume and mass fraction of the secondary phase are high. The criterion to 
decide on the multiphase model is mass loading. Mass loading is defined as the rate of the solid phase 
mass flow rate to the gas phase mass flow rate. 
The multiphase model contains the mixture, VOF (Volume of Fluid), and Eulerian models. These 
three models consider all phases as probably being fluid phases. As noted before, the Eulerian model 
calculates the same number of continuity and momentum equations as the number of phases. When 
calculating the governing equations, each equation contains the terms multiplying the volume fraction 
of the phases. The governing equation is below.   
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝛼𝑞𝜌𝑞) + 𝛻 ∙ (𝛼𝑞𝜌𝑞𝑣𝑞⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗) = ∑(?̇?𝑘𝑞 − ?̇?𝑘𝑝)
𝑛
𝑘=1
 (3. 9) 
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝛼𝑞𝜌𝑞𝑣𝑞⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗) + 𝛻 ∙ (𝛼𝑞𝜌𝑞𝑣𝑞⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑣𝑞⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗)
= −𝛼𝑞𝛻𝑝 + 𝛻 ∙ 𝜏̿𝑞 + 𝛼𝑞𝜌𝑞?⃗? + 𝐹𝑞⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ + ∑(?⃗?𝑘𝑞 + ?̇?𝑘𝑞𝑣𝑘𝑞⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ − ?̇?𝑞𝑘𝑣𝑞𝑘⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗)
𝑛
𝑘=1
 
(3. 10) 
∂
∂t
(𝛼𝑞𝜌𝑞𝑖𝑞) + ∇ ∙ (𝛼𝑞𝜌𝑞𝑢𝑞⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗𝑖𝑞)
=
𝛼𝑞𝜕𝑝𝑞
𝜕𝑡
+ 𝜏̿: ∇𝑢𝑞⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ − ∇ ∙ 𝑞𝑞⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ + 𝑆𝑞 + ∑(𝑄𝑘𝑞 + ?̇?𝑘𝑞𝑖 − ?̇?𝑞𝑘𝑖𝑞𝑘)
𝑛
𝑘=1
 
(3. 11) 
The left-hand side of the governing equation contains the terms multiplying the volume fraction of 
the phase, and the right-hand side describes the phase interaction terms. The terms which contain two 
subscripts mean the interaction from the former phase to the latter phase. The subscript of the phase 
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interaction terms must be on condition of local balance, so 𝑄𝑘𝑞 = −𝑄𝑞𝑘 . 
The mixture model is similar to the Eulerian model but its mechanism is simpler. The mixture 
model calculates only one set of fluid-governing equations. This model can be called a simpler 
version of the Eulerian model. The left-hand-side terms in the governing equations are the same as the 
single-phase equations but all the terms are the average values of each phase term. With average mass 
or velocity terms, the volume fraction of the phase is considered. With fewer equations to calculate, 
the mixture model is faster than the Eulerian model but is less accurate. 
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝜌𝑚) + 𝛻 ∙ (𝜌𝑚𝑣𝑚⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ) = 0 (3. 12) 
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝜌𝑚𝑣𝑚⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ) + 𝛻 ∙ (𝜌𝑚𝑣𝑚⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝑣𝑚⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ )
= −𝛻𝑝 + 𝛻 ∙ [𝜇𝑚(𝛻𝑣𝑚⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ + 𝛻𝑣𝑚⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑇
) + 𝜌𝑚?⃗? + ?⃗? + 𝛻
∙ (∑ 𝛼𝑘𝜌𝑘𝑣𝑑𝑟,𝑘 ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗𝑣𝑑𝑟,𝑘⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗
𝑛
𝑘=1
) 
(3. 13) 
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
∑(𝛼𝑘𝜌𝑘𝑖𝑘) + 𝛻 ∙ ∑(𝛼𝑘𝑣𝑘⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗(𝜌𝑘𝑖𝑘 + 𝑝)) = 𝛻 ∙ (𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓𝛻𝑇)
𝑛
𝑘=1
𝑛
𝑘=1
 (3. 14) 
The equations above are the governing equations of the mixture model. Mixture density is 
calculated as 𝜌𝑚 = ∑ 𝛼𝑘𝜌𝑘
𝑛
𝑘=1 . Mass-averaged velocity is calculated as 𝑣𝑚⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ =
∑ 𝛼𝑘𝜌𝑘 𝑣𝑘⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑛
𝑘=1
𝜌𝑚
⁄   
and the viscosity of the mixture is written as 𝜇𝑚 = ∑ 𝛼𝑘𝜇𝑘𝑣𝑑𝑟,𝑘⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗
𝑛
𝑘=1 . 𝑣𝑑𝑟,𝑘⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  is the drift velocity for 
the secondary phase k and is defined as 𝑣𝑑𝑟,𝑘⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ = 𝑣𝑘⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ − 𝑣𝑚⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ .  𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective conductivity term 
and is defined as 𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 = ∑ 𝛼𝑘(𝑘𝑘 + 𝑘𝑡)
𝑛
𝑘=1 , where 𝑘𝑡  is the turbulent thermal conductivity, 
defined by the turbulence model. The mixture model has the advantage of faster calculations but when 
the mass loading ratio is high, this model is not appropriate. These two models are types of Euler-
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Euler approaches and the characteristics of the particles cannot be calculated. Thus, single-particle 
diameter or mass cannot be determined in these models and the accuracy of the results for a solid-
phase flow may not be ensured. 
A discrete phase model is the Euler-Lagrangian approach. The discrete phase model calculates the 
properties of each particle. Thus, a discrete model should be the best method to consider the particles 
in a flow. As the calculation considers all particles in the numerical domain, the computation time 
increases when many particles are present. 
The discrete phase model calculates the effect of the particles in a flow and makes coupled 
calculations between the particles,  
𝑑𝑣𝑝
𝑑𝑡
= 𝐹𝐷(𝑣 − 𝑣𝑝) + ?⃗? (3. 15) 
𝐹𝐷 =
18𝜇𝐶𝐷𝑅𝑒
𝜌𝑝𝑑𝑝224
 (3. 16) 
𝑅𝑒 =
𝜌𝑑𝑝|𝑣𝑝  − 𝑣|
𝜇
 (3. 17) 
The equations above are the particle force balance equations used to calculate the particle velocity. 
?⃗? is an external force that can be applied optionally, such as Brownian force or Saffman’s lift force 
[21]. 
𝑚𝑝𝑐𝑝
𝑑𝑇𝑝
𝑑𝑡
= 𝐻𝑇𝐶 𝐴𝑝(𝑇∞ − 𝑇𝑝) (3. 18) 
The particle energy balance equation is written as above and 𝑇∞ is the local temperature of the 
continuous phase. 
In the coupling process with the continuous phase, the effect of particles is calculated in each cell. 
Like the control volume, the heat and momentum transfer are calculated in a cell. At a certain time 
step, the interaction terms incorporate the governing equation and the iteration continues when the 
state in a cell does not change. The interaction terms are shown below. 
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𝐹 = ∑ (
18𝜇𝐶𝐷𝑅𝑒
𝜌𝑝𝑑𝑝224
(𝑣𝑝 − 𝑣) + 𝐹𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟) ?̇?𝑝∆𝑡 (3. 19) 
𝑄 =
?̇?𝑝
𝑚𝑝
[𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛 ∫ 𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑇
𝑇𝑝𝑖𝑛
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
− 𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑡
∫ 𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑇
𝑇𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
] (3. 20) 
 
Equation (3. 19) is the momentum exchange term and equation (3. 20) is the heat exchange term. 
The heat exchange term is only for inert-particle cases, with no chemical reaction or phase change. If 
some additional reaction occurs, more complex terms are contained in the heat-exchange term and the 
mass-exchange term is also calculated. 
Out of the three analytic methods above, the multiphase Eulerian, and mixture models, are 
appropriate for high- volume-fraction two-phase flows. The solid-phase flow in the multiphase model 
is considered as a granular flow. In a granular flow, direct particle-particle interaction is dominant. In 
the previous section, the inlet flow consisted of 90% carbon dioxide gas and 10% carbon dioxide solid 
particles. At this rate, the volume fraction occupied by the carbon dioxide solid particles is 10% of the 
volume of the inlet flow. The density of solid-phase carbon dioxide is about 1000 times that of the gas 
phase. Thus, the mass loading of the previous inlet condition is more than 100 and this high mass 
loading is not practical. In this section, the composition of the inlet flow will be considered in terms of 
the mass loading ratio. As noted, the density of solid carbon dioxide is high. When the mass loading 
ratio is 0.1, the volume fraction of the inlet flow is lower than 0.01. Thus, a two-phase flow will be 
simulated by a discrete phase because a multiphase model is not appropriate for a low volume fraction.  
(2)  Numerical model and boundary conditions 
To consider solid carbon dioxide particles, a discrete phase model is applied and the gas phase, 
consisting of air and carbon dioxide gas, is used with the multiphase mixture model. The governing 
equations are below.  
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𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝜌𝑚) + 𝛻 ∙ (𝜌𝑚𝑣𝑚⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ) =
𝑑𝑚
𝑑𝑡
 (3. 21) 
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝜌𝑚𝑣𝑚⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ) + 𝛻 ∙ (𝜌𝑚𝑣𝑚⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝑣𝑚⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ) = −𝛻𝑝 + 𝛻 ∙ 𝜏 + 𝛼𝜌?⃗? + ?⃗? (3. 22) 
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑚) + 𝛻 ∙ (𝜌𝑚𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑚) = 𝑝 + 𝜏̿: 𝛻𝑣 − ∇ ∙ ?⃗⃗? + 𝛻 ∙ (𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓𝛻𝑇) +
𝑑𝐸
𝑑𝑡
 (3. 23) 
Subscript m indicates the mass averaged value and keff  is the effective thermal conductivity, 
which refers to the thermal conduction between each phase and the turbulence effect. 
At the velocity inlet, 216.36 K carbon dioxide gas enters the domain. From R. Sherman [14], the 
rate of solid carbon dioxide formation depends on the source conditions, temperature and source 
pressure, and the nozzle characteristics. The liquid-phase carbon dioxide yields 6% solid carbon 
dioxide, at about 0.53 MPa. About 45% solid carbon dioxide can be obtained with a liquid-feed 
source at a pressure of 55 MPa at room temperature. Solid carbon dioxide particles are injected at the 
inlet for a 0.4 mass loading. The injected particles have uniform diameter, 100 µm, and their 
temperature is 216.36 K. The particle velocity is also the same as the velocity of the inlet gas phase. 
Other solver settings are the same as in the previous section.  
 
Figure 3. 11 Details of boundary conditions and inlet flow for the convective sublimation model 
Ambient air 
(Primary phase)
Cold CO2 gas 
(Secondary phase)
Nozzle wall
Dry-ice particle
(Discrete 
phase, D=100 
μm)
Velocity inlet
1 atm
Pressure outlet
q’’
Nozzle wall
Flow direction
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The schematic of multiphase flow is shown in Figure 3. 11 From the inlet, cold carbon dioxide gas 
enters the domain with solid carbon dioxide particles and those are exposed to the ambient air of 
which temperature is 300 K. The entering particles are simulated by discrete model and calculated for 
the certain time step. As steady-state calculation in fluid phase, the interaction between fluid and solid 
particles is considered at regular intervals.  
(3) Phase-change modeling 
In the previous section, the sublimation rate was determined only by the temperature difference 
between the solid and gas phases. The main assumption of the previous model is that the sublimation 
rate is a linear function of the temperature difference and that the sublimation process has to finish in 
a certain temperature-difference range. 
In this section, solid carbon dioxide particles are considered using a discrete phase model and each 
particle is tracked individually. Thus, the sublimation phenomena can be modeled at the particle level. 
Therefore, the other assumption is referred to as sublimation modeling; the sublimation process is 
affected only by the convection from a particle to the gas phase. 
𝑄𝑝 = 𝐻𝑇𝐶𝑝𝐴𝑝(𝑇𝑔 − 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡) (3. 24) 
𝑑𝑚
𝑑𝑡
=
𝑄𝑝
𝐿𝐶𝑂2
 (3. 25) 
The sublimation rate is calculated by the convective heat transfer rate divided by the latent heat of 
sublimation. 𝐻𝑇𝐶𝑝 is the surface heat transfer coefficient of each particle and 𝐴𝑝 is the surface 
area of each particle. As the particles are spherical, 𝐻𝑇𝐶𝑝 can be calculated using the correlation of 
forced convection in a sphere [22]. 
𝑁𝑢𝑝 = 2.0 + (0.4𝑅𝑒𝑝
0.5 + 0.06𝑅𝑒𝑝
2
3) 𝑃𝑟0.4 (
𝜇𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖
𝜇𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙
)
0.25
 (3. 26) 
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𝐻𝑇𝐶𝑝 =
𝑁𝑢𝑝𝑘𝑔
𝑑𝑝
 (3. 27) 
𝜇𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖  is the viscosity at the surface temperature and other properties are evaluated at the 
temperature of ambient. The surface heat transfer coefficient is found through 𝑁𝑢𝑝. The summation 
amount of the mass change in one cell is used for the increase in the gas carbon dioxide fraction in the 
cell. Also, the sublimation heat is calculated by multiplying the sublimation latent heat by the mass 
change rate and the term is subtracted from the gas-phase enthalpy. 
3. 2. 2. Results of computational analysis 
This section examines the effects of particle injection and sublimation, which are investigated by 
comparing results with a gas jet alone, with inert particle injection, and with injection of particles and 
the sublimation model. 
 
Figure 3. 12 Test section average temperature distribution by the variation of Rew 
Figure 3. 12 shows temperature changes with changes in Rew. The temperature is the average 
temperature of the jet impinging surface, heated copper block. All results show a decrease in 
temperature as Rew increases. The average temperature for the gas jet alone is highest , and the results 
for inert particle (no sublimation) injection are almost the same as for a gas jet. In fact, additional 
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particles or droplets do enhance heat transfer, but in this study the particle mass loading is too low to 
enhance the cooling efficiency. Thus, the temperature distributions are similar for inert particle 
injection and a gas jet. The results of particle injection with application of the sublimation model are 
always lower than the other results. 
Figures 3. 13 and 3. 14 show the temperature distribution in the domain and the volume fraction 
distribution of the gas-phase carbon dioxide. Figure 3. 13 shows the results for a gas jet alone without 
the dry-ice particles. Figure 3. 13 (b) shows that the temperature of the copper test block drops as Rew 
increases. Figure 3. 13 (a) shows the volume fraction of gas carbon dioxide. The legend of the volume 
fraction contour is from 0 to 0.1, but if a higher value exists in the domain, the value will show the 
same as the color of the highest value. Figure 3. 14 shows the results for particle sublimation; with an 
increase in Rew, the difference from the results for a gas jet alone is clear. When Rew = 6666, the 
carbon dioxide gas distribution near the jet core region increases due to particle sublimation, while 
when Rew = 1333, a large change in the volume fraction occurs above the wall jet region. A change in 
the temperature distribution also occurs in a similar region and the temperature of the copper block is 
lower than that in the results for a gas jet. In the sublimation model, the jet flow temperature remains 
low in the domain for longer. The role of the convective sublimation model is the same as the linear 
function model in previous Part 3. 1. 
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Figure 3. 13 (a) Gas phase CO2 volume fraction contour variation and (b) Temperature 
distribution without the sublimation model 
 
Figure 3. 14 (a) Gas phase CO2 volume fraction contour variation and (b) Temperature 
distribution with the sublimation model 
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Figure 3. 15 Surface heat transfer coefficient comparison with only gas jet result (a) without 
sublimation (b) with sublimation 
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Figure 3. 15 (a) shows a comparison of the surface heat transfer coefficient for the gas jet and inert 
particle cases. As noted before, low mass loading particle injection does not greatly affect the heat 
transfer performance. However, Figure 3. 15 (b) compares the results of a gas jet alone and those for 
particle injection with sublimation. The degree of heat transfer enhancement increases with Rew. The 
random location of the particles results in little fluctuation in the heat transfer coefficient. That is, the 
trajectories of the injected particles show a trend but each particle can move randomly. Thus, when the 
particles collide at the surface of the copper block, there may be one cell that contains one or more 
particles and another that does not contain any particles. This irregular distribution on the surface 
causes fluctuation of heat transfer coefficient near the stagnation point. The location of a fluctuation is 
about x/w=0.5. This irregularity results from turbulence effect and jet core development.  Smooth 
irregular distribution occurs in gas jet case and the fluctuation becomes more obvious with higher Rew. 
By the sublimation of solid particles, the irregularity of HTC distribution is shaper. As sublimation is 
active at the edge of jet flow, the maximum heat transfer coefficient is observed at x/w=0.5. 
Figure 3. 16 shows the change in sublimation with variation in Rew. The value of the y-axis, the 
sublimation rate, indicates the sum of all sublimation rate values recorded for each cell in the marked 
region. Sublimation increases as Rew increases. As the velocity of the jet flow becomes faster, more 
sublimation occurs. 
 
Figure 3. 16 Sublimation rate distribution by the change of Rew  
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Figure 3. 17 Dry-ice particle path change by the gas phase velocity 
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Figures 3. 17 and 3. 18 show the location, the mass and velocity of particles. After colliding with 
the test surface, some particles rebound out of the jet flow. The location of particles is influenced by 
the particle velocity itself and the air flow. When the velocity of particle and gas flow is relatively 
slow, Figure 3. 17 (a), the particles does not rebound high and the direction of particle movement is 
changed horizontally. As the coefficient of restitution of solid carbon dioxide does not exist, the 
coefficient is assumed in this study. The rebounded particles flow inside of jet flow in low Rew case. 
When the velocity of inlet increases, the collided particles rebound high and move outside of wall jet 
flow. After rebounding, the velocity of particles decreases by inelastic collision. The high rebounded 
particles outside of wall jet flow experience the reverse air flow. To maintain the pressure and 
continuity in domain, some inlet air flow exists at the outlet while the jet flow exits the computational 
domain. This reversed air flow has opposite direction to the particle and the reversed flow disturbs the 
particle movement. Thus, high bounded particles have curved path and fall into the jet flow again. 
Figure 3. 18 shows the particle mass distribution. As the temperature of the gas phase is higher outside 
the jet flow, there is a large temperature difference between the gas phase and the particles and a large 
amount of sublimation occurs. In particular, the sublimation phenomenon is active just after the 
particles pass through the jet flow. As the particles keep moving through the high temperature air, they 
 
Figure 3. 18 Dry-ice particle mass change and gas temperature distribution at Rew=6666 
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become smaller. As the surface area of the particles decreases, the sublimation decreases. A large 
change in particle mass is evident in the particles located outside the wall jet flow. The particles 
exposed to ambient air become smaller as they pass through the air. The particles near the test section 
show various changes in mass due to the slow velocity of the particles near the wall. Because of the 
low residence time in the domain, the slow particles become smaller. The minimum particle mass is 
almost half that of the initial particle mass, 8.18 e
-10
 kg and is seen immediately above the wall. 
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3. 3. Parametric study 
In previous parts, the effect of heat transfer enhancement by sublimation of dry-ice is observed. The 
sublimation phenomenon is active near the stagnation region and near the interface between ambient 
air and the wall jet region. The increase of Rew changes the particle path and rises the sublimation rate 
in the jet flow. The parametric study to analyze the factors which affect to the sublimation 
phenomenon is conducted in this part. The numerical simulations for various nozzle width (w=0.5, 1, 
2 mm), different nozzle-spacing distance (h/w=3.75, 5, 6.25, 7.5, 8.75, 10) and several inlet mass 
loading ratio (mass loading=0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4) are carried out.  
3. 3. 1. Effect of nozzle-spacing distance on heat transfer 
The jet in this study is a kind of slot jet because the computational domain is two-dimensional. D. C. 
Wadsworth and I. Mudawar [17] studied about liquid slot jet through experiment. They conclude that 
heat transfer enhancement does not exist by the variation of nozzle-spacing distance for the cases of 
which Reynolds number is 2000~20000. However, in low Rew cases heat transfer rate tends to slightly 
increase by nozzle-spacing distance increase due to the turbulent effect [18]. The range of Rew studied 
is from 1333 to13333. This range is closer to C. Wadsworth and I. Mudawar’s work [17] and no heat 
transfer change is founded for only gas jet case.  
Firstly, Figure 3. 19 shows particle path change with various nozzle-spacing distances. Particles 
bounded height is proportional to the velocity before bounce and the coefficient of restitution. The 
coefficient of restitution for solid carbon dioxide is not specified. In this study the coefficient is 
decided to the most of particles flow inside the jet flow and some particles are bounced to outside of 
the jet flow randomly. Therefore, the highest bounced particle location is almost same in the variation 
of nozzle-spacing distance. The difference in nozzle-spacing height causes the change of back flow 
from outlet and the path change becomes different by the distribution change of back flow.  
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Figure 3. 19  Solid phase CO2 particle velocity distribution by the variation of the "Nozzle-
spacing distance (h/w)" at Rew=6666  
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Figure 3. 20 Copper block average temperature distribution by the variation of the "Nozzle-
spacing distance (h/w)" 
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Figure 3. 21 Sublimation rate change by the variation of the "Nozzle-spacing distance (h/w)"  
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Figure 3. 20 shows the test surface average temperature is changed in different Rew. All of cases 
data have similar values. The computational domain in this study has two-dimension, so the jet is a 
kind of slot jet. As said before, nozzle-spacing distance (h/w) cannot have any effect on heat transfer 
of slot jet. However, the sublimation applied results are slightly lower than the results without 
sublimation. The results of the cases with sublimation are aligned by the change of Rew. This 
arrangement is caused by the difference of sublimation rate plotted in Figure 3. 21. The increase of 
sublimation rate by the variation of Rew is already described previous part. For the cases with high 
nozzle-spacing distance (h/w), the jet flow with more developed jet core is impinged at test surface 
and the temperature of jet flow rises with jet core diminish. Though sublimation phenomena mainly 
occur right above the test surface when the temperature of jet is low, sublimation phenomenon is more 
active and the range of sublimation becomes wider with increase of the nozzle-spacing distance (h/w). 
Figures 3. 22 and 3. 23 compare the gas carbon dioxide volume fraction and temperature 
distribution by the variation of h/w values. The additional gas distribution occurs near the interface 
between jet flow and ambient air. The additional contour looks like symmetric wing shape near the 
interface of wall jet region and ambient air. This wing shape is caused by the particle size decreasing. 
The size of solid carbon dioxide particles becomes smaller after the particles exit the wall jet region 
and the surface area also decreases. It is assumed that sublimation only occurs by convectional heat 
transfer so the surface area is one of the variables for heat transfer. The amount of sublimation for 
each particle decreases while the particle moves in ambient. The distance between the nozzle and the 
test surface is not enough to decelerate the velocity of particles and the height that the particles are 
bounced is same for all cases. Due to the reversed flow from the outlet, the path of bounced particles 
is differed. The different path of particles makes the shape of the additional contour. As said before, 
the farther nozzle-spacing distance, the more sublimation occurs. Rather than the additional contour 
becomes more clear with far nozzle-spacing distance (h/w), the overlay of the additional contour and 
wide spread wall jet looks that total thickness of jet flow is thick. The temperature contour shows 
similar trend of the volume fraction contour and the thinned jet core can be identified. 
So Figure 3. 24 (a) describes the surface heat transfer coefficient in the test surface and Figure 3. 24 
(b) is comparing the average value of local heat transfer coefficient with varying the nozzle-spacing 
distance. When the sublimation model is not applied, the local heat transfer coefficient does not show 
big difference. In case of sublimation model applied, the increase of heat transfer coefficient is clearly 
observed with the increase of the nozzle-spacing distance. However, the effect of the distance on the 
heat transfer is not as strong as that of inlet velocity, Rew.  
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Figure 3. 22  Gas phase CO2 volume fraction distribution by the variation of the "Nozzle-
spacing distance (h/w)" at Rew=6666  
 
Figure 3. 23 Domain temperature distribution by the variation of the "Nozzle-spacing distance 
(h/w)" at Rew=6666  
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Figure 3. 24 (a) Local surface heat transfer coefficient distribution (b) Average surface heat 
transfer coefficient distribution by the variation of the "Nozzle-spacing distance (h/w)" at 
Rew=6666 
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3. 3. 2. Effect of nozzle width on heat transfer 
The effect of inlet nozzle width is studied by 0.5mm, 1mm and 2mm nozzle width. Figure 3. 25 is 
average test surface temperature distribution by the variation of nozzle width (w). The results with or 
without sublimation case is compared. By comparing the results of the case without sublimation 
model and with sublimation model, the difference between without and with sublimation model cases 
is clearly observed. The results applied sublimation model always show lower temperature than the 
results of the case without sublimation. Rew is defined as the value multiplying the inlet velocity and 
the nozzle width divided by dynamic viscosity of carbon dioxide gas. In this factor, the variables that 
can be changed are inlet velocity of jet flow and nozzle width. The trend of average temperature 
distribution is similar for all nozzle width cases. The temperature decreases by the increase of Rew. 
When Rew is same, at Rew=3333 and 6666, three cases with different nozzle width could be compared. 
The width of nozzle becomes narrower, the lower average temperature occurs. For the same Rew cases 
with different nozzle width (w), inlet jet velocity is varied by the nozzle width (w). So the narrow 
nozzle width cases would have high velocity at the inlet for same Rew. The low average temperature 
results of the case with 0.5mm nozzle width is caused by the fast jet velocity which is twice the inlet 
velocity of 1mm nozzle width case.  
 
 
 
Figure 3. 25 Copper block average temperature distribution by the variation of the nozzle width 
(w) 
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Figure 3. 26 Sublimation rate change by the variation of the nozzle width (w) 
The sublimation rate change is plotted in Figure 3. 26. All sublimation rates rise as Rew increase and 
higher sublimation rate is achieved with narrower nozzle width. By comparing same inlet velocity 
cases with different nozzle width (w), the sublimation rate of 2 mm nozzle case is highest. As all cases 
have same nozzle-spacing distance, the degree of jet core development is different at the impinging 
point. The sublimation rate of 2 mm nozzle width case is less than that of 1mm nozzle width case 
which has same inlet velocity. In 2 mm nozzle width case, 5 nozzle-spacing distance (h/w) is not 
enough for jet core development and the jet flow that the jet core is almost remained is impinged. The 
temperature of jet fluid is not changed after injected so low temperature of jet flow does not make the 
temperature difference between jet fluid and carbon dioxide particles. Sublimation phenomenon is 
mainly active at the stagnation region and slightly outside of jet core but with wide nozzle width the 
condition of stagnation region is not suitable for sublimation phenomenon. 
Figure 3. 27 shows heat transfer enhancement by sublimation model. The difference of simulation 
domain is only nozzle width and the length of the test surface is same in all cases. So the range of x-
axis value (x/w) in the Figure 3. 27 is different by the different nozzle width (w). As the plotted results 
are based on same Rew, the result with 0.5 mm nozzle width is caused by the fastest inlet jet velocity. 
This is the main reason of different surface heat transfer coefficient and HTC decreases with the wider 
nozzle width. Sublimation model causes heat transfer enhancement for whole test surface range. For 
the narrow nozzle width case, heat transfer coefficient enhances more than other results. The narrow  
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Figure 3. 27 Surface heat transfer coefficient distribution by the variation of the nozzle width 
(w) at Rew=6666 
nozzle makes jet core development faster and the jet temperature when jet impinged to the test surface 
is higher than other cases. So the amount of sublimation near the test surface increases with the nozzle 
width value decrease. Little fluctuation near the stagnation region is observed for the cases with 1 mm 
and 2 mm nozzle width. The fluctuation is located on x/w=0.5 and this fluctuation is caused by the 
existence of jet core when the jet reached at the test surface. However, for the result of 0.5 mm nozzle 
width the fluctuation is not shown due to fast jet core development.  
3. 3. 3. Effect of mass loading ratio on heat transfer 
Figure 3. 28 compares the test surface average temperature by the variation of inlet mass loading 
ratio. The definition of mass loading ratio is the ratio of inlet gas phase and solid particles mass flow 
rate. From Sherman’s study [14], the amount of solid carbon dioxide particle creation is influenced by  
w/ sublimation 
Gas jet
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Figure 3. 28 Sublimation rate change by the variation of the inlet solid CO2 particle mass 
loading rate at Rew=6666 
the condition of source, the geometry of nozzle and the condition of ambient where the jet is injected. 
The maximum mass loading ratio is 0.45 when the carbon dioxide source consists of only liquid phase 
carbon dioxide and the liquid experiences only an adiabatic expansion process. When the source is gas 
phase, the solid carbon dioxide particles are created about 0.06 mass loading ratio. The simulation 
domains of compared cases in Figure 3. 28 is the result when nozzle-spacing distance (h/w) is 5 and 
1mm of nozzle width (w) and the only difference is the mass loading ratio of solid carbon dioxide 
particles. The average temperature decreases with mass loading ratio increase and the difference 
between each cases is almost same.  
As the fewer number of particles is entered in domain, the sublimation phenomenon is less active in 
low mass loading ratio cases. Figure 3. 29 is comparing the volume fraction of carbon dioxide gas and 
the temperature contour. Figure 3. 29 (a) is the comparison of the volume fraction contour. For the 
low mass loading case, the additional contour region created over the wall jet region by particle 
sublimation is vague. However, the effect of sublimation can be found in the temperature contour of 
low mass loading case, Figure 3. 29 (b). In Figure 3. 29 (b), the trend of contour is similar each mass 
loading cases but the temperature drop above the wall jet region is clearer with the high mass loading 
case. Low temperature of wall jet remains longer for the higher mass loading case and this jet flow  
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Figure 3. 29 (a) Gas phase CO2 volume fraction distribution and (b) Temperature distribution 
by the variation of inlet solid CO2 particle mass loading 
 
Figure 3. 30 Copper block average temperature distribution by the variation of the inlet particle 
mass loading rate 
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Figure 3. 31 (a) Local surface heat transfer coefficient distribution (b) Average surface heat 
transfer coefficient distribution by the variation of the inlet particle mass loading rate 
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decreases the temperature of the test surface.  
The change of the sublimation rate by the variation of inlet mass loading ratio can be found in 
Figure 3. 30. The sublimation rate increases with mass loading ratio increase. The amount of 
sublimation is proportional to the value of mass loading ratio. 
Heat transfer enhancement comparison is achieved by Figure 3. 31. From Figure 3. 31 (a), the 
maximum surface heat transfer coefficient is shown at the stagnation point and an irregular 
distribution of heat transfer coefficient is shown with higher mass loading. The more amount of 
sublimation near the stagnation region causes the more irregular distribution neat the region. The 
average surface heat transfer coefficient is plotted in Figure 3. 31 (b). The maximum results when the 
mass loading is 0.1 and 0.2 show similar values but the average surface heat transfer coefficient shows 
that heat transfer enhancement by the mass loading increase.  
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4. Conclusions 
In this study, the impinging jet cooling with sublimation is studied computationally and the study is 
conducted by commercial code. Gas-solid mixture jet flow is simulated as two ways. One is Euler-
Euler approach with linear sublimation model and the other is Euler-Lagrangian approach with 
convectional sublimation model. The parametric study is conducted for Euler-Lagrangian approach 
case and the varied parameters are nozzle-spacing distance (h/w), nozzle width (w) and inlet mass 
loading ratio. 
Conclusions of Euler-Euler approach with linear sublimation model  
 The latent heat of sublimation causes the jet flow to remain at a low temperature. As Rew 
increases, the temperature of the jet flow remains low for longer. 
 In low Rew cases, all of the solid phase carbon dioxide sublimates before the end of the 
copper block surface. The sublimation model does not result in heat transfer enhancement 
when Rew is low. 
 The heat transfer coefficient at the stagnation point is 50 to 70% higher when the 
sublimation model is applied than when it is not. The rate of change of the heat transfer 
coefficient increases along the x-direction on the copper block surface. At the end of the 
copper block, the rate of heat transfer enhancement is maximal, 200% when Rew = 13333.  
 
Conclusions of Euler-Lagrangian approach with convectional sublimation model 
 With a small mass loading of inlet particles, inert particle injection does not enhance heat 
transfer compared to that resulting from a gas jet alone. 
 Sublimation increases and the increase in the local surface heat transfer coefficient 
increases with an increase in Rew. 
 Some injected particles bounce and are deflected out of the cold jet flow. These particles 
are exposed to relatively hot ambient air and much of the sublimation occurs in the air 
region near the jet flow. 
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 Euler-Lagrangian approach describes the movements of each particle and because 
sublimation of each particle is calculated, the cooling effect by sublimation is observed 
more clearly than the results of Euler-Euler approach. 
 
Conclusion of parametric study 
 The long nozzle-spacing distance (h/w) causes that the sublimation phenomena are active 
above the test surface. By the larger amount of sublimation, heat transfer is enhanced with 
the increase of nozzle-spacing distance (h/w). 
 For same Rew, the efficiency of heat transfer rises by the wider nozzle. Because of 
development of jet core, little fluctuation of local heat transfer coefficient is observed 
more clear when the nozzle width (w) increases. 
 Inlet mass loading ratio is related to the amount of solid carbon dioxide particles in 
domain and the sublimation rate is also affected by the mass loading ratio. The local heat 
transfer coefficient increases by the increase of the mass loading ratio. 
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